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Introduction 
 
 The Pagibete Orthography Test was designed to discover the preferences of native 
speakers in how to write their language.  The specific issues were 1) how to write implosive 
stops; 2) how to write pre-nasalized labio-velars and labio-dentals; 3) how questionable 
palatalized and labialized stops are perceived ; 4) and how double vowels are perceived, 
including if phonetic rising/falling tones are perceived as occuring on one or two vowels.  I 
also wanted to test the waters for writing tone. 
 The procedure was as follows.  First, I gave an introduction to that portion of the 
Pagibete Alphabet which is based on Lingala orthography.  We have chosen to use the 7 
vowel system, and z instead of j.  Then I explained some of the differences in sounds 
between Lingala and Pagibete, namely that Pagibete has implosive stops and prenasalizes 
w with a velar nasal instead of Lingala's bilabial nasal.  Also, I pointed out that I have seen 
the pre-nasalized labio-dental fricative spelled both with mv and nv on maps (The nearest 
town marked on most maps of Zaire is Monveda--or Momveda.) 
 Following this introduction, I divided the participants into groups of 3, and gave each 
group a slip of paper on which were printed 6 sentences.  The sentences were identical on 
the slips; however, the orthography used for the sentences was one of three, using either 
'b/'d, b/d, or bh/dh.  Tone was marked in every sentence in all the orthographies.  After 
giving each group some time to familiarize themselves with their sentences, I went around to 
each group and had them read each sentence to me. 
 The next section was the dictation of 40 words.  The words were a mixture of words 
which would be affected by the orthography and the perception of the speaker, and those 
which I anticipated would be uniformly spelled alike by everyone.  Before giving this to the 
second test group, I reviewed the difference in sound between open and closed e and o, as 
a number of people in the first test group had used a 5-vowel system when writing. 
 The final part of the test was a multiple-choice test.  There were 9 words presented 
with all three implosive stops options, and 4 that presented the pre-nasalized v and w 
options.  Participants were directed to circle the words that they thought looked "good." 
(Pagibete lacks a word to distinguish between good and beautiful and right in this context.)  
 
Results 
 
Implosive stops 
 
 In Pagibete, implosive voiced labial stops are more common than the plosive ones, 
so this was an important question to address because of its major impact on the 
appearance of written Pagibete.  The options offered were 1) 'b/'d, which is used in other 
Ubangian languages and was chosen in the early 1980's for the initial Pagibete working 
orthography; 2) ɓ/ɗ, which is listed in UNESCO's standard African Orthography; and 3) 
bh/dh, which is used in writing at least one other Buan Block language.  Because of Pastor 
Mbangiye's work, most people were familiar with the 'b/'d, and chose to use it when writing 
during the dictation.  As far as the reading test went, 'b/'d and ɓ/ɗ seemed to be about equal 
in reading ease.  Those who had the bh/dh had a harder time reading and reported that it 
was difficult. 
 
Pre-nasalized labio-dentals and labio-velars 
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 During the introduction, agreement was quickly reached that the prenasalized v and 
w should be written with an n.  The dictation confirmed the choice. 
 
Labialized and palatalized stops 
 
 This area will need further testing.  The velar stops were commonly written with y 
(palatalization) or w (labialization).  However, b, mb, t, and kp showed no consensus. (Out of 
a lexicon of 1060 words, I have not yet gotten any examples of possible palatalized or 
labialized p, mp, nt, d, nd, ns, or gb ; and a possible labialized s was not on the test.) 
 
Double vowels 
 
 The vowel combinations which I was unsure about were those involving u or i.  A 
strong preference emerged for writing ia as iya, ie as iye, and iɛ as iyɛ.  The combinations 
involving u, however, did not show clear preferences.   
     There were three words on the dictation which had rising or falling tones, 2 on o's, 1 on 
a.  No one wrote double a's. One person wrote ebooke (medecine) with 2 o's; two wrote it 
with one o, but used accents to indicate movement (one indicated rising, one falling).  5 
people wrote moo (this, class 1 nouns) with two o's; 2 more wrote it with one o, but added 
the accent for falling tone.  This area should be further tested. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 The alphabet chosen for initial Pagibete literacy materials is as follows: a, b, 'b, d, 'd, 
e, ɛ, f, g, gb, gy, i, k, kw, ky, kp, l, m, mb, m'b, mp, n, nd, n'd, ng, ngb, nk, nkp, ns, nt, nv, 
nw, ny, nz, o, ɔ, p, s, t, u, v, w, y, z.  This alphabet satifies Smalley’s Orthography 
Considerations of ease of transfer, sociolinguistic considerations, linguistic considerations, 
and physical considerations.  It also satisfies psycholinguistic considerations to the point 
where there is consistency among native speakers on a point. 
 Further testing will be needed to decide finally how to handle double vowel 
combinations and tone markings.  Given that several people (9) used tone markings, I am 
inclined to try marking tone in at least one or two booklets and get feedback from readers.  I 
would like to work with CECIL to see if it would help answer the double vowel questions, or 
at least clarify what is actually being pronounced. 
 
 
2012 addendum 
This orthography testing was carried out in three locations. A fourth was planned, but due to 
an activity conflict, did not take place. At least 15 participants were at each site.  
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